Recently developed advanced high-strength materials like metallic glasses, nanocrystalline metallic materials, and advanced ceramics usually fracture in a catastrophic brittle manner, which makes it quite essential to find a reasonable fracture criterion to predict their brittle failure behaviors. Based on the analysis of substantial experimental observations of fracture behaviors of metallic glasses and other high-strength materials, here we developed a new fracture criterion and proved it effective in predicting the critical fracture conditions under complex stress states. The new criterion is not only a unified one which unifies the three classical failure criteria, i.e., the maximum normal stress criterion, the Tresca criterion and the Mohr-Coulomb criterion, but also a universal criterion which has the ability to describe the fracture mechanisms of a variety of different high-strength materials under various external loading conditions. I n the 17 th century, Galileo Galilei proposed that the fracture of materials often happens at the condition of local normal stress equals to a critical value 1,2 . Now we know that this critical stress condition describes the maximum normal stress criterion, a famous fracture criterion for predicting the brittle fracture of materials 3 . Since then, the efforts to seek for a reasonable and universal fracture criterion have never been stopped because brittle fractures of engineering components are usually disasters causing great loss to human life and property 1-3 . Driving by the urgent requirement of modern industry for high-strength materials, many advanced materials like metallic glasses (MGs), nanocrystalline (NC) metallic materials and advanced ceramics, etc. have been successfully developed and extensively investigated in the past three decades 4-7 . However, one common shortage of these new materials is their brittle fracture behavior or low tensile ductility, which limits their structural applications 5, 6, 8, 9 . The fracture criteria for these high-strength but brittle materials thus become quite essential. Due to the amorphous structure, MGs exhibit not only high strength but also superior formability in the supercooled liquid region, showing promising potential for engineering structural application 8,10 . The high strength, nearly zero tensile ductility, and homogeneous isotropic structure also endow MGs natural model materials to reveal the fracture criterion for those high-strength materials.
Recently developed advanced high-strength materials like metallic glasses, nanocrystalline metallic materials, and advanced ceramics usually fracture in a catastrophic brittle manner, which makes it quite essential to find a reasonable fracture criterion to predict their brittle failure behaviors. Based on the analysis of substantial experimental observations of fracture behaviors of metallic glasses and other high-strength materials, here we developed a new fracture criterion and proved it effective in predicting the critical fracture conditions under complex stress states. The new criterion is not only a unified one which unifies the three classical failure criteria, i.e., the maximum normal stress criterion, the Tresca criterion and the Mohr-Coulomb criterion, but also a universal criterion which has the ability to describe the fracture mechanisms of a variety of different high-strength materials under various external loading conditions. I n the 17 th century, Galileo Galilei proposed that the fracture of materials often happens at the condition of local normal stress equals to a critical value 1, 2 . Now we know that this critical stress condition describes the maximum normal stress criterion, a famous fracture criterion for predicting the brittle fracture of materials 3 . Since then, the efforts to seek for a reasonable and universal fracture criterion have never been stopped because brittle fractures of engineering components are usually disasters causing great loss to human life and property [1] [2] [3] . Driving by the urgent requirement of modern industry for high-strength materials, many advanced materials like metallic glasses (MGs), nanocrystalline (NC) metallic materials and advanced ceramics, etc. have been successfully developed and extensively investigated in the past three decades [4] [5] [6] [7] . However, one common shortage of these new materials is their brittle fracture behavior or low tensile ductility, which limits their structural applications 5, 6, 8, 9 . The fracture criteria for these high-strength but brittle materials thus become quite essential. Due to the amorphous structure, MGs exhibit not only high strength but also superior formability in the supercooled liquid region, showing promising potential for engineering structural application 8, 10 . The high strength, nearly zero tensile ductility, and homogeneous isotropic structure also endow MGs natural model materials to reveal the fracture criterion for those high-strength materials.
The fracture of MG materials usually happens in a shear mode along a very narrow shear band in which severe plastic deformation localizes 11, 12 . Besides the shear stress which is the driving force of shear plastic deformation, the normal stress on the shear band plane also influences the fracture behaviors [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . This normal stress effect can be found mainly in three experimental facts 11, 12, 14, 17 : (1) the fracture strength under uniaxial compression s F C is more or less higher than that under tension s F T , showing a tension-compression (T-C) strength asymmetry; (2) the tensile shear band angles h T are often much larger than 45u, which is the angle of the maximum resolved shear stress plane; while the compressive shear band angles h C are slightly smaller than 45u; (3) the fracture morphologies are also strongly influenced by the normal stress. Therefore, the fracture criterion of MGs should be capable of describing this normal stress effect. For example, the Mohr-Coulomb (M-C) criterion 14, 15 , which assumes a linear normal stress dependent shear fracture condition, has been used to explain the shear fracture behaviors of MGs. However, there are several inevitable contradictions between the predictions by the M-C criterion and the experimental results, as elaborated in detail in supplementary materials online ( Fig. S1 , Table S1 ). Another fracture criterion, the Ellipse criterion 18 , has been also proposed to interpret the tensile fracture behaviors of MG materials [19] [20] [21] . The Ellipse criterion can be expressed as,
where t 0 is the critical shear failure stress, and s 0 is the critical normal fracture stress, and the ratio a~t 0 =s 0 is defined as the intrinsic fracture mode factor 18, 20 .
In order to quantitatively examine the validation of the Ellipse criterion, we recently designed some tensile tests on the MG specimens with a series of inclined notches 20 . A wide range of normal stresses acting on the fracture plane was successfully obtained, as shown in Fig. 1 . The results show that the critical fracture locus predicted by the Ellipse criterion gives a precise description of the critical stress states of tensile fracture of the studied MG. Furthermore, we found that the Ellipse criterion is capable to describe all the different contributions of normal stress effect on the tensile fracture behavior of a large number of compositionally different MGs 20 . This suggests that the Ellipse criterion may be suitable as a unified tensile fracture criterion for all MGs.
However, the Ellipse criterion only concerns the cases of tensile stress states, i.e., s 1 zs 3 w0, where s 1 and s 3 are the maximum and minimum principal stresses, respectively. To explain all the fracture behaviors of MGs under various stress conditions, it is necessary to find more general fracture criterion. According to the experimental facts of most MGs as described above, a more general fracture criterion should have the ability to predict: (I) the T-C strength asymmetry, i.e., s F C s F T §1; (II) the shear fracture angles: 0ƒh C ƒ45 0 ƒh T ƒ90 0 ; and (III) the critical fracture under pure shear occurring along the plane with the maximum shear stress, i.e., dt ds s~0 j~0. If using the Tresca criterion to predict the compressive fracture behaviors while using the Ellipse criterion to describe the tensile situations 21 , the conditions (I) and (III) are satisfied but the predicted compressive shear fracture angle h C will be always equal to 45u. If the fracture behaviors under compressive stress states are described by the M-C criterion 19 , then the pure shear fracture cannot be well predicted although the conditions (I) and (II) can be fulfilled. Therefore, this gives rise to a significant scientific question: whether the more general fracture criterion exists or not and it can soundly describe all the fracture behaviors (I)-(III) above?
Results
Since the Ellipse criterion was experimentally found to be the reasonable expression of the normal stress dependent tensile fracture behaviors, the fracture criterion to describe the fracture behavior of MGs under compressive stress states should possess a similar second-order dependence of shear fracture stress on the normal stress (equation (1)). Note that the fracture behaviors of materials not only depend on the intrinsic factors such as composition and microstructure which can be identified by the intrinsic parameter of a~t 0 =s 0 18, 20 , but also influenced by the extrinsic conditions like temperature, strain rate, etc 3, 11 . Hence, in order to describe such fracture behaviors dependent on both intrinsic parameters of materials and extrinsic conditions, here we propose a more general fracture criterion which can be written as below, t 2 za 2 bs 2~t2 0 : ð2Þ a~t 0 =s 0 is the intrinsic parameter, while b is an extrinsic parameter describing the effect of external conditions. At room temperature and quasi-static strain rate, b should be different between tensile and compressive stress states because of the following reasons. (1) The directions of normal stresses on the shear fracture plane for tension and compression are always opposite; (2) the compressive normal stress on the fracture behaviors always plays a weaker role in the failure behaviors of materials than the tensile normal stress; one of direct evidences can be found in the experimental fact of the smaller deviation from 45u of the compressive shear fracture angle than the tensile one 14 ;
(3) the tensile normal stress has much more pronounced effect on the evolution of free volume or shear transformation zone (STZ) and structural defects of MG than the compressive stress 13, 15, 22, 23 . Therefore, for tensile stress states (s 1 zs 3 §0), we suggest that b~b T~1 so that the new criterion has the same form with the original Ellipse criterion of equation (1). For compressive stress states (s 1 zs 3 v0), b~b C v0 and b C j jvb T~1 , which means the compressive normal stress plays a less important role than the tensile one in influencing the critical shear fracture stress. By applying the new criterion to predict the fracture properties under uniaxial tension like tensile fracture strength s F T and tensile fracture angle h T , the intrinsic factor a and the critical shear fracture strength t 0 can be derived as below:
t 0~s
By applying the new criterion to predict the compressive fracture angle h C , the extrinsic parameter under compressive type loading can be further derived as:
According to equations (3)-(5), the three parameters of the new criterion can be achieved through uniaxial tension and compression.
In Table 1 , we listed the experimental results of the present study and other investigators 20,24-28 for several Zr-, Ti-, Pd-and Ni-based MGs and also the calculated three parameters of the new criterion. In the present study, the shear fracture angle, which is important for the calculation of a and b C , were carefully measured and accurately adjusted by considering both the spatial shear plane and elastic recovery 20 (More details and discussions about the experimental results are shown in supplementary materials). It can be seen from Table 1 that the extrinsic parameter b C for the listed MGs at room temperature seems to be always around 20.5, independent on the composition or microstructure of materials. This conclusion is more affirmative for the present and previous results 20 in which both the tensile and compressive shear fracture angles were carefully measured. In a microscopic view, the similar value of b C for MGs may reflect the similar atomic mechanism of cooperative shearing of STZs for shearing plastic flow 13, 29 . The normal stress acting on the shearing plane of STZ influences the behavior of individual STZ and eventually affects the yield and fracture behavior of MGs. The normal stress effect can be specifically described by the new criterion with the intrinsic factor a and the extrinsic parameter b C . According to the present criterion, a reflects the degrees of normal stress effect, while b C describes the differences between the effects by tensile normal stress and by compressive normal stress. With varying the composition or microstructure, the local properties of STZ (like volume, activation energy etc.) are changed and finally the MG show different tensile yield or fracture behavior 29, 30 , which can be well described by the Ellipse criterion with the dominant factor a, indicating that a is composition-and microstructure-dependent. However, the similar b C for compositionally or structurally different MGs indicates that it should be mainly dominated by extrinsic conditions rather than the intrinsic nature of the materials. Figure 2 illustrates the graphical representation of the new criterion when applying to a typical MG. A continuous critical fracture locus covers the whole range of normal stress, which allows the prediction of the critical stress conditions for fracture under any stress states. Obviously, the new criterion can well explain all the three characteristic fracture behaviors of MGs, i.e. (I) the T-C strength asymmetry, (II) the shear fracture angles and (III) the pure shear fracture behavior. This indicates that the proposed new criterion satisfies the three necessary conditions for a fracture criterion of MGs.
In order to further examine the rationality of the new criterion and to achieve an overall understanding of the normal stress effect on the fracture behaviors of various MG materials, experimentally measured strengths of more than 30 different compositions of MGs were collected from literatures and listed in Table S3 in supplementary materials. Since the rareness of accurately measured shear fracture angle, the further quantitatively examination of the new criterion will be accomplished by comparing the measured and predicted T-C strength asymmetry. If assuming b C 5 20.5 as obtained in Table 1 , according to the new criterion, when the tensile fracture occurs in a shear mode (0ƒaƒ ffiffi ffi 2 p .
2) like in most MGs 14 , the fracture strengths (s F T ,s F C ) and shear fracture angles (h T ,h C ) under tension and compression can be predicted in terms of the following equations, respectively,
h T~a rc cot ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h C~a rc cot ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 1za 2 p
: ð9Þ
This will lead to a T-C strength asymmetry with a ratio as below,
When the materials fail in the normal fracture mode under tension as aw ffiffi ffi 2 p . 2, the tensile fracture strength s F T then becomes the critical cleavage strength s 0 of the materials, i.e., s F T~s 0~t0 =a: ð11Þ
And the compression-tension strength ratio becomes,
If the tensile and compressive fracture strengths or their ratios are available, the parameter a~t 0 =s 0 can be easily calculated in terms of equation (10) or (12) . Accordingly, the compression-tension strength ratio s F C s F T vs. the intrinsic parameter a~t 0 =s 0 of more than 30 different compositional different MG materials were compared in Table S3 and plotted in Fig. S2 in supplementary materials. It is found that most MGs have the T-C strength asymmetry with a strength ratio s F C s F T ranging from 1.01 to 1.30; and the parameter a~t 0 =s 0 is thus in the range of 0:1ƒaƒ0:6. According to equations (8) and (9), the tensile and compressive shear fracture angles h T and h C should be in the ranges of 45 0 vh T ƒ62 0 , and 40 0 ƒh C v45 0 , respectively. These predictions of the shear fracture angles agree well with the reported values in the literatures (e.g., see Table 1 in Ref. 14) , further indicating that it is reasonable to quantitatively describe the fracture behaviors of the MG materials with the new fracture criterion.
Discussion
According to the new criterion, the predictions strongly depend on the intrinsic parameter a~t 0 =s 0 . As illustrated in Fig. 3 , with varying a~t 0 =s 0 , three different cases can be classified. When a~t 0 =s 0 ?0 or s 0 ??, the differences in strengths and shear fracture angles under tension and compression can be neglected and both the tensile and compressive shear angles are quite close Alloys www.nature.com/scientificreports to 45u (Fig. 3a) , which are rather similar to the predictions by the Tresca criterion 1, 3 . When 0va~t 0 =s 0 v ffiffi ffi 2 p .
2, as shown in Fig. 3b , the compressive fracture strength becomes gradually larger than the tensile one with increasing a; meanwhile the compressive shear fracture angle h C is smaller than 45u and the tensile shear fracture angle h T is larger than 45u; these approximately agree with the M-C criterion. When a~t 0 =s 0 § ffiffi ffi 2 p . 2, the T-C strength asymmetry becomes much larger and the tensile fracture will always occur along the plane perpendicular to the loading axis, showing the fracture behavior controlled by the maximum normal stress criterion 1, 18 . Therefore, the new criterion inherits the unified characteristic of the Ellipse criterion and can be regarded as a criterion unifying the above classical failure criteria.
The above results indicate that the proposed new criterion can not only well predict the fracture conditions of MG materials, but also have the unified characteristic to unify the classical failure criteria. Besides the MG materials, the fracture behaviors of many other highstrength materials including ultrafine-grained (UFG), NC metallic materials and advanced ceramics etc. are influenced more or less by the normal stress acting on the fracture or yield plane 14, 31, 32 . For isotropic materials, the T-C strength asymmetry is one of key indicators showing the normal stress effect. A summary of the T-C strength asymmetry for various materials are listed in supplementary Tables S3, S4 and S5 online. As a unified fracture criterion, the new criterion may have the ability to describe the fracture behaviors of a variety of different materials. Although the physical mechanism of the extrinsic parameter b C is not very clear for materials other than MG materials, the fracture behaviors including T-C strength asymmetry and fracture mode of various materials can be generally described by the new criterion if assuming b C at room temperature and quasi-static strain rate is a constant of 20.5. Accordingly, the relationship of the material constant a~t 0 =s 0 versus the T-C strength asymmetry of various different materials can be plotted in Fig. 4 , and three regions are classified. For the conventional ductile metallic materials like Al-alloys, Ti-alloys or steels, nearly no difference between tensile and compressive strengths can be observed. The normal stress should only have little influence and the Tresca criterion can be used. The factor a~t 0 =s 0 is nearly zero and the new criterion in this case is consistent with the Tresca criterion (Fig. 3a) . When aR0, the normalized strength s F T t 0 or s F C t 0 is approximately equal to 2, which is also the same as the prediction by the Tresca criterion 1, 3 . As the grain size of metallic materials decreases into submicrometer or nanometer scales like UFG or NC materials, or MG materials with amorphous structure, the fracture strength increases and the T-C strength asymmetry becomes gradually obvious (region B in Fig. 4) . The high strength level and the shear fracture nature of these materials make the normal stress effect hard to be neglected 12, 13, 31, 32 . In addition, different from the metallic materials with metallic bonding, ceramics with either ionic bonding or covalent bonding often display very high strength ratio s F C s F T even greater than 10 (see supplementary Table S4 online). The strong ionic or covalent bonding greatly increases the resistance to shear deformation and the critical shear failure stress t 0 , while the inevitable internal defects like pores decrease the critical normal fracture stress s 0 , leading to the intrinsic factor a~t 0 =s 0 very large for ceramics. In this case, besides the high T-C strength asymmetry, normal fracture with h T~9 0 0 under tension and shear fracture within 0vh C v45 0 or even splitting failure 14 under compression are often observed 33 ; these fracture behaviors can be well captured by the present criterion with a § ffiffi ffi 2 p . 2, as illustrated in Fig. 3c . From the analysis above, it is known that the definition of a~t 0 =s 0 endows a the materials constant reflecting the intrinsic competition between shear failure and cleavage fracture. Usually low a materials are easy to fail by plastic deformation but hard to cleavage fracture. This is why cleavage fracture is difficult to be observed in ductile FCC crystals like Cu or Al 3 . High a materials like ceramics, however, are very easy to cleavage fracture but hard to deform plastically. For materials such as UFG, NC or MG materials, they have moderate a ( Fig. 4 ) and thus often deform and fracture in a shear mode, exhibiting high strength but moderate ductility. Besides the composition and microstructure which identified by the intrinsic factor a, the external loading conditions, which can be characterized by the extrinsic parameter b, also influence the fracture behaviors of materials 3 . For instance, as increasing the testing temperature of nanocrystalline Al 93 Fe 3 Cr 2 Ti 2 alloy, the T-C strength asymmetry is found to decrease 34 . More evidences of the fracture behaviors influenced by the external factors and the interpretations by the present criterion were discussed in supplementary materials. The new criterion suggests that the fracture behaviors are well controlled by both the intrinsic factor a and extrinsic factor b, which means that even ductile materials with very small a could possibly fracture in a brittle mode under certain external conditions with large b and vice versa. These unique characteristics enable the new criterion becoming a fracture criterion not only unifying the classical failure criteria but also a universal criterion to predict the fracture behaviors of a variety of compositional different materials under various external loading conditions. In summary, the experimental results of inclined notch tension indicate that the Ellipse criterion can quantitatively predict the tensile fracture behaviors of MGs. In order to cover the whole range of stress states, we extend the Ellipse criterion and propose a new fracture criterion, which not only satisfies the three necessary conditions for fracture criterion of MGs qualitatively but also is able to predict the experimental results quantitatively. Moreover, the new criterion inherits the ability to unify the classical criteria such as the Tresca criterion, the M-C criterion and the maximum normal stress criterion in terms of the variation of the intrinsic factor a~t 0 =s 0 . As a result, the new criterion has the ability to well describe the fracture behaviors of various different materials (indentified by the intrinsic factor a), especially for high-strength materials like UFG, NC, MG materials or advanced ceramics, becoming a universal fracture criterion. As a guide to the engineering design of structural component, the universal criterion gives a continuous critical fracture locus outlining the stress conditions on the most dangerous planes. With the aid of the new fracture criterion on predicting the critical conditions of catastrophic brittle fracture, the structural application of recently developed advanced high-strength materials will become practicable. As a universal fracture criterion, the present criterion also provides a new vision for understanding the fracture mechanisms of various materials in the world.
Methods
Metallic glasses with nominal compositions of Zr 65 Fe 5 Al 10 Cu 20 , Zr 50.7 Cu 28 Ni 9 Al 12. 3 and Ti 40 Zr 25 Ni 3 Cu 12 Be 20 were prepared by copper mold casting in a high-purity argon atmosphere. The amorphous structure of the specimens was checked by standard X-ray diffraction. In order to adjust the microstructure intrinsically, some Ti 40 Zr 25 Ni 3 Cu 12 Be 20 materials were isochronally annealed at 250uC (,0.87 T g ) for 30 minutes. The above four kinds of MG materials, Zr 65 Fe 5 Al 10 Cu 20 , Zr 50.7 Cu 28 Ni 9 Al 12.3 , Ti 40 Zr 25 Ni 3 Cu 12 Be 20 and annealed Ti 40 Zr 25 Ni 3 Cu 12 Be 20 , were then used for the subsequent mechanical study. Dog-bone shaped tensile specimens with gauge dimensions of 331.530.5 mm 3 and rectangular compressive specimens with dimensions of 23234 mm 3 were cut by electric spark cutting and subsequently grinded and polished by 2.5 mm abrasive paste. Uniaxial tension and compression were conducted by using an Instron 5982 testing machine at a nominal strain rate of 5310 24 s 21 at room temperature in air. The deformation and fracture features were observed with a Leo Supra 35 scanning electron microscope. www.nature.com/scientificreports
